[PART 12]
[Warning: This work constitutes an historic review of a brutal murder! Readers are advised that
certain portions of this work may be disturbing to some individuals. If an individual is easily
disturbed by this report they are advised to limit their viewing experience.]

The Neck Wound
The actual neck wound medical evidence indicating a second gunman needed to be attacked
if the “lone gunman” myth was to be continued and the real government assassins protected.
From Dr. Allen Childs, and his book, We Were There: Revelations from the Dallas Doctors
Who Attended to JFK on November 22, 1963, we learn, “The doctors [Kemp Clark, Charles
Crenshaw, Robert McClelland and Malcom Perry] at Parkland [Hospital] were the only ones who
saw the neck wound before the emergency tracheotomy, and they were unanimous that the neck
wound was an entry wound.”
____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________

“They were unanimous that the neck wound was an entry.”
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________
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A - Photograph of President Kennedy at Love Field on November 22 shows how high his tie is worn.
Secret Service agent Clint Hill is right behind the President.
B - President Kennedy is shot the first time in the neck from the front. Governor Connally does not
react and has not yet been hit by gunfire. This was the first of three bullets that hit
the President.

When Dr. Robert Nelson McClelland attended Kennedy at Parkland Hospital he reported on
the neck wound and said, “It certainly did look like an entrance wound. This did appear to be
an entrance wound.”

President Kennedy’s shirt he wore on November 22, 1963.

U.S. Senate Investigator Harold Weisberg reported, “This is an actual FBI print, not from
the Warren Commission’s files. It has this caption typed on the back: ‘Photograph depicting portion
of Exhibit 60.’ In itself this picture, presented here for the first time anywhere [in his report],
destroys the entire Warren Report and means the falsity could not have been accidental. It shows no
bullet holes but slits. It also shows that when the shirt is buttoned they do not coincide and on
this added basis could not have been made by a bullet. Note that the slit on the button side is
entirely below the neckband while that on the buttonhole side extends well up onto it.”
“The FBI and the Commission both knew their representations were false. The
Commission blundered into the truth separately when Dulles asked Dr. Carrico where the
President’s front neck wound was and Carrico told him it was above the shirt. Carrico
confirmed this to me when he also confirmed the obvious, that this damage to the shirt was done
when the necktie was cut off under his supervision during emergency treatment [not by a bullet].”
“…as the doctor’s in Dallas reported and as, until it was altered, the autopsy report still
said two days after the assassination the President’s neck wound was from the front. The
government says all the shots were from the back. The change of the autopsy was made after
Oswald was arrested – after he was murdered and no cross-examination was likely.” It was also
changed when authorities discovered that the assassination had been captured on film. Is it even
possible that the doctors could have gotten a front gunshot wound incorrectly in THE most critical
case of their careers?
On the day of the assassination, before the cover-up began in earnest; Dan Rather reported
on T.V., “We are told that the gunshot wound, the fatal wound inflicted on the President of the
United States entered at the base of the throat and came out at the base of the neck on the backside.”
Only later would he become a visible part of attempts to paint a false picture to the American
people about this murder.

Parkland Hospital medical drawing of Kennedy’s neck wound.

Testimony of Mark Lane at Warren Commission, March 4, 1964
“On the 27th of November, the New York Times reported, ‘Dr. Kemp Clark, who
pronounced Mr. Kennedy dead, said one bullet struck him at about the necktie knot, ‘It ranged
downward in his chest and did not exit’ the surgeon said.’ On the same day the New York Herald
Tribune stated, ‘On the basis of accumulated data, investigators have concluded that the first
shot fired as the Presidential car was approaching, struck the President in the neck, just above
the knot of his necktie then ranged downward into his body.’ According to Richard Dudman –
Mr. Dudman is the Washington correspondent, as I am sure you all know better than I, for the St.
Louis Post-Dispatch –according to him, the surgeons who attended the President while he was at
the Parkland Memorial Hospital, described the wound – were in agreement in describing the
wound in the throat as an entrance wound. The St. Louis Post-Dispatch on December 1 carried a
rather long and involved story by Mr. Dudman, recounting his conversations with the physicians
who were treating the President on the 22d at the Parkland Memorial Hospital. Dr. [Malcolm] Perry
(1929-2009) explained that he began to open an air passage in the President’s throat in an effort to
restore his breathing, and he explained that the incision had been made through the bullet wound in
the President’s throat – since that was in the correct place for the operation, in any event. Dr. Perry,
according to Mr. Dudman, described to him the bullet hole as an entrance wound. Dr. Robert
N. McClelland, who was one of the three physicians who participated in that operation, later stated
to Mr. Dudman, ‘It certainly did look like an entrance wound.’ He went on to say that he saw
bullet wounds every day in Dallas, sometimes several times a day, and that this did appear to be an
entrance wound.”
__________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________

“It ranged downward in his chest and did not exit.”
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________

Conclusions:
1. Medical evidence and doctor’s testimony proves that President Kennedy
received a neck wound fired from the front.
2. The Warren Commission ignored or covered-up proof of President Kennedy’s
wounds indicated on his clothing in order to produce a fraudulent report
to the American people of a shot fired from behind.

The Back Wound
The actual back wound medical evidence indicating a second gunman needed to be attacked
if the “lone gunman” myth was to be continued and the real government assassins protected.

A
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A - Image shows Kennedy holding his throat from first bullet shot from the front, and puffed-up cheeks
from second bullet shot in the back and lungs from behind.
B - Drawing depicting the back wound of President Kennedy reportedly drawn from an autopsy photograph.
However, the medical evidence clearly indicates the wound to the back was several inches lower
“below the shoulder blade and 2 inches further to the right”. This drawing is false evidence in an

active and as yet unsolved murder case. The individual who drew this ‘false document’ had
committed a felony, helping to cover-up the murder of President Kennedy.

U.S. Senate Investigator Harold Weisberg wrote, “This is FBI Exhibit 60, which the
[Warren] Commission did not dare print because it contains evidence destructive of its
conclusions and its and the FBI’s integrity. The [photo] enlargement of the bullet hole in the back
of the shirt was printed by the FBI upside down. The actual hole coincides exactly with the real
location of this wound, which was lied about. The FBI even twisted the tie to make it appear
that there was a hole in the center. Actually, this small nick was made with a scalpel and was
on the very edge of the knot. It was enlarged with removal of a sample for scientific testing.” In
other words the FBI created fake evidence in a murder case to help frame Lee Harvey Oswald. This
was at a time in recent American history when a majority of the public felt they could trust the FBI.
Time and evidence exposed in this, and other high profile cases, proves that in fact the FBI could
not be trusted to inform the American people. Fake news from the FBI may well have begun in
earnest during the cover-up of the Kennedy assassination.
“With no hole in the parts of the garments coinciding with the location said to be that of the
back wound and with coinciding holes considerably below that point, one might not have expected
such a panel to dignify probative, material, tangible evidence of this character; it is that destructive
of the case the [Commission] built. One cannot believe the panel ignored this mute pointing finger
because it was confident the evidence was without significant. Nor can it be because the collateral
evidence argues with the silence of the clothing. Three Secret Service agents gave testimony
consistent with it. Two of them were present at the autopsy. A fourth saw the impact of the bullet
in the back four inches below the neck. This evidence is in what was before the panel, in the
Commission’s volumes. Two FBI agents said essentially the same thing in a suppressed report
the Commission did not publish. It was available to the panel. The panel preferred not to have it.
It had enough trouble with what it could not avoid.”
“The tests were suppressed because they proved no bullet hit the tie or shirt front! This
combination of suppressed pictures alone proves that the President was not hit in the back of the
neck, but in the back and that the bullet hole in the front of his neck was above the shirt. Either is
total disproof of the entire [lone gunman] “solution”.

The evidence also included the fact that the back wound was probed which proved that the
bullet did not exit the President’s body and therefore could not have wounded Governor Connally.
FBI agents Frances X. O’Neill and James W. Sibert wrote, “This opening was probed by Dr. Humes
with the finger, at which time it was determined that the trajectory of the missile entering at this
point had entered at a downward position of 45 to 60 degrees. Further probing determined that
the distance travelled by this missile was a short distance inasmuch as the end of the opening
could be felt with the finger.” In the real world this evidence would be end-capped with the words
“case closed!”
If the Kennedy grave is ever opened and a real autopsy is ever conducted this bullet which
entered his back could be removed and once and for all time fully discount the lone gunman theory
– but that truth must wait for a future generation to DEMAND. Eventually that demand will come
from the American people – eventually.
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

“Further probing determined that the distance travelled by this missile was a
short distance inasmuch as the end of the opening could be felt with the finger.”
_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

FBI Report – January 23, 1964
“The President’s clothing by the FBI laboratory disclosed that there was a small hole
in the back of his coat and shirt approximately six inches below the top of the collar
and two inches to the right of the middle seam of the coat. There were minute traces
of copper on the fabric surrounding the hole. Medical examination of the
President’s body had revealed that the bullet which entered his back had
penetrated to a distance of less than a finger length.”
During a closed door top-secret session of the Warren Commission, General Counsel J. Lee
Rankin (1907-1996) questioned the single bullet theory and the fraudulent autopsy. “We have an
explanation there in the autopsy that probably a fragment came out the front of the neck, but with
the elevation the shot must have come from, and the angle, it seems quite apparent now, since we
have the picture of where the bullet entered in the back, that the bullet entered below the
shoulder blade to the right of the back bone which is below the place where the picture shows
the bullet came out in the neckband of the shirt in front, and the bullet, according to the autopsy
didn’t strike any bone at all, that particular bullet, and go through.” It was quite clear that the single
bullet myth was a fabrication, but they used it at any rate to lie to the American people. In short, the
members of the Warren Commission were cowards at a critical point in American history when
truth and courage were called for, but were sadly absent.
Testimony of Mark Lane at Warren Commission, March 4, 1964
“One doctor made reference to the frothing of blood in the neck wound. The doctor said,
‘He is bubbling air.’ Two of the doctors, Drs. Peters and Baxter, inserted a tube into the right upper
part of the President’s chest, just below the shoulder, to re-expand the lungs, and to keep them from
collapsing. Dr. Jones and Dr. Perry inserted a similar tube on the left portion of the President’s
chest. The activity was necessitated because the bubbling air was the first clue that they had that
the President’s lung had been punctured. The prosecuting authorities, confronted with what
seemed then to be evidence that the President had been shot from the front, in the throat…” (This

was medical proof that President Kennedy was in fact hit in the back and the bullet entered his lung
and did not exit the body.)
The president’s shirt, tie and jacket, all blood stained are held in storage in the National
Archives in College Park, Maryland. Access to these public owned items, linked to an as yet
unsolved murder are allowed to be under the control of a member of the Kennedy family. The
general public or researchers need not apply.
Conclusions:
1. The Warren Commission ignored or covered-up proof of President Kennedy’s wounds
indicated on his clothing and body and produced intentionally incorrect drawings in order to
produce a fraudulent report to the American people.
2. The FBI is still covering up not only the truth of the back wound
but their involvement in the cover-up.

The Head Wound
“The wound was in the back part of the head!”
Dr. Robert N. Mc Clelland, Parkland Hospital

The actual head wound medical evidence indicating a second gunman needed to be attacked
if the “lone gunman” myth was to be continued and the real government assassins protected.
Johnson’s first action as ‘president’ was to hold the release of President Kennedy’s death
until he was out of Dallas. Newly advanced Lyndon Johnson told White House Acting Press Secretary
Malcolm Kilduff, “I think I had better get out of here… before you announce it. We don’t know whether this
is a worldwide conspiracy; whether they are after me as they were President Kennedy…”

History asks: Was this true concern or part of a cover story by an individual who had
knowledge of the murders in advance? Reader’s choice on this one, but there was that meeting in
Dallas on the evening of November 21, 1963 with several powerful men including John J. McCloy.
At the meeting John J. McCloy is quoted as stating, “After tomorrow we won’t have to worry
about the Kennedy’s anymore.” “After tomorrow, those goddamn Kennedys will never
embarrass me again. That’s no threat. That’s a promise.”

White House Acting Press Secretary Malcolm Kilduff

White House Acting Press Secretary Malcolm Kilduff is pointing to exactly where the fatal
bullet hit Kennedy in the head; fired from the front. This is exactly what the photographic evidence
clearly proves; not just shows or indicates, proves where the President was hit! “He died from a
gunshot wound in the brain; from a bullet right through the head.” This statement was made before

any cover-up could be put in place and amounts to first hand reporting of the assassination facts at
Parkland hospital. Malcolm Kilduff, it would appear, was not part of the conspiracy to murder
President Kennedy.
Rear Admiral Dr. George G. Burkley, Kennedy’s personal doctor signed the death
certificate. During a 1975 interview Dr. Burkley stated that, “Yes, there was a conspiracy.”
Understanding that his life could very well be in danger he later stated that he would no longer talk
about it. He said, “Forget I said anything.”
The evidence of White House Acting Press Secretary Malcolm Kilduff, and Dr. Burkley’s
statements and the film of the assassination constitute testimony that one lone gunman could not
have killed Kennedy shooting from behind. The shot was fired from a low position to right front of
the vehicle twisting his head to the left and slamming Kennedy back and to the left!
Dr. Robert McClelland, who attended Kennedy at Parkland Hospital would later state, “The
wound was in the back part of the head.” He indicated that the gaping wound was about the size of a
fist! Clear photographic evidence PROVES that his statement was a lie!
Clearly there is no visible damage to the back of Kennedy’s head as shown in the enhanced close-up
Zapruder film image. There is no visible exit wound and no spray of blood or brain matter from an
exit wound on the back of his head which would have been clearly seen if the bullet had excited the
skull! It was later understood that the high velocity bullet fragmented inside the skull. Jim
Garrison would later report that “John Kennedy was obviously shot from the front.
Everybody knows it.”
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

“John Kennedy was obviously shot from the front. Everybody knows it.”
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________

Back and to the left! Back and to the left!
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A - Frame clearly shows Kennedy holding his throat from first bullet shot from the front and
puffed-up cheeks from second bullet shot in the back and lungs.
Note: Extreme enhanced close-up stop action between frame A and B above shows a streak
coming towards President Kennedy from the front! That is the kill shot coming in!
B - Frame 313 of the Zapruder film. Clear image of kill shot taken from the front with no possibility of
coming
from behind. The back of Kennedy’s head is not exposed from the front.
C - This frame 316 clearly shows there is no damage and no exit or entry wound to the back of Kennedy’s
head.
All the damage is done to the front right of his head with the bullet shattering within the brain.
D - Kennedy is violently thrown back and to the left! Back and to the left! Additionally, when compared to
the fake color autopsy photo they do not match the damage done by the shot to the head.

An extreme closeup of President Kennedy’s head wound shows no damage to the back of his head, including
no exit wound. Any exit wound would have displayed some type of material which would have been
caught on film. In point of fact the bullet which struck the President was a high velocity round which
fragmented upon impact and left particles of the bullet in his brain as well as particles scattered around the
vehicle. The reason his brain was later removed from custody and most likely destroyed was to prevent
anyone from finding bullet fragments in the brain which in and of itself would have been one more piece of
material evidence that President Kennedy was not killed by a “lone gunman” or a “magic bullet”. When this
image is compared to the autopsy images of President Kennedy’s head it becomes clear that the autopsy
photos have been doctored and are in fact part of the cover-up of his murder.

Jim Garrison would later comment that, “After he is shot in the head, the critical shot, John
Kennedy goes backwards towards the back of the car so he’s almost blown out the back of the car.”
At this point President Kennedy was brain dead! There would be no chance to save his life no
matter what medical aid he was given.
Dr. James Carrico reported, “When we looked at him, he had… we saw this wound in the
side of his head [holding the right side of his head], a great big wound. The president was lying on
his back… I could see the whole wound in his head. And that’s important, because it really doesn’t
fit perfectly with what we wrote down later… You know a big chunk of bone and scalp missing,
and the fact that you could see all of it from the front meant that it involved the parietal bone which
is this big skull bone and the temporal bone which is this big skull bone.”

Motor officer Billy Hargis (seen in these images) riding to the left rear of the presidential vehicle; the closest
officer to the President, was splattered with blood and brain tissue as it was blasted back towards him from
the impact of the bullet.
DATA POINT: Sherry Gutierrez, a certified crime scene and bloodstain pattern analyst,
concluded that “the [fatal] head injury to President Kennedy was the result of a single gunshot fired

from the right front of the President.” Researcher Paul Chambers believes that the fatal headshot is
consistent with a high velocity (approx. 1,200 m/s; 4,000 ft/sec) rifle rather than the medium-velocity
(600 m/s; 2,000 ft/sec) Mannlicher-Carcano.

On April 10, 1967 Dr. David Stewart was interviewed by Joe Dolan of KNEW, Oakland,
California. Dr. Stewart had worked at Parkland Hospital on Oswald and Connally as “primarily my
time was spent with Governor Connally and later with Lee Oswald.” “This [shot from the front] was
the finding of all the physicians who were in attendance. There was a small hole in the left front
of the President’s head and there was a quite massive wound of exit at the right backside of
the head and it was felt by all of the physicians at the time to be a wound of entry which went
in the front. And this was later corroborated, I think, by the films which showed the President with
a rather violent lurch backward. And there was blood and brain substance found on one of the
policemen riding behind on a motorcycle.”
Dr. Riyad Tama reported, “Apparently the bullet had exploded in his brain, his heart beat
was very slow, and there was no way we could resuscitate him, he may have already been dead
when they brought him in.” Needless to say, if the bullet “exploded in his brain” it could not have
magically become a “magic bullet” in later fairy tales told by the Warren Commission.
Dr. Charles Baxter would recall, “We had an opportunity to look at his head wound then and
saw that the damage was beyond hope, that is, in a word – literally the right side of his head had
been blown off.”
Conspiracy, ignorance, or just fake news?
In the Warren Commission report the Zapruder movie frames number 312 and 313 were
intentionally printed out of order with 313 first then 312 after, to falsely indicate that the president’s
head went forward instead of how it actually went backwards. The only word for that is cover-up!
THEY LIED to the American people!

Note that as Kennedy is thrown back and to the left and Connally is being pulled down by his wife,
Secret Service Agent Roy Kellerman does not even look back to see what is happening behind him!

Dan Rather working for CBS

Three days after the assassination on November 25, 1963 Dan Rather working for CBS went on national
television and reported, “I’ve just seen the film of the assassination of President Kennedy. A second shot
that; a third total shot hit the president’s head; his head could be seen to move violently forward.” Rather
demonstrated the false movement by his head moving forward.

Supporters and others may state that he simply “misled the public” about what he saw. This
is not true. He LIED about three shots and he lied about the movement of the President’s
head! These lies would hold for a decade until the film could be viewed by the American people.
This would not be the last time Dan Rather would “misled the public”. He was eventually fired for
knowingly reporting false stories about President George W. Bush. Clearly, based solely upon his
proven actions, Dan Rather cannot be trusted to inform the American people on any news report,
including the assassination of President Kennedy. Rather also went on the radio to report, “The
second shot, the third shot total, hit President Kennedy. And there was no doubt there. His head
went forward with considerable violence. No doubt there.” Another lie from Dan Rather! But be of
good cheer, for soon after being removed from his ‘reporting’ job Rather was given an award for his
excellent work in the media by his fellow ‘reporters’!
Since World War II and the OSS, the CBS ‘news’ organization and leadership had
long been known to have close ties to intelligence organizations and eventually the Central
Intelligence Agency.
Question: Can Dan Rather or any CBS leadership be tried and convicted for conspiracy after-the-fact
to cover-up this murder?

The national Press, led by CBS went along with the cover-up and the myth of the lone
assassin. If they had not, and had properly investigated the murder the truth would have become
known decades ago. The main stream Press is still helping to cover-up this murder as they continue
to produce “fake news” of a political nature, recently most strikingly against President Donald J.
Trump.
The United States House of Representatives Select Committee on Assassinations (HSCA)
concluded that it was probable that four shots were fired; the fourth shot came from a second
assassin located on the Grassy Knoll. Conspiracy! No further governmental action was
contemplated; which is a clear indication that there were no government agencies willing to find the
truth or publish the truth behind Kennedy’s murder.
DATA POINT (COVER-UP): In 1972 it was discovered that someone had broken into the
National Archives closed security area and removed President Kennedy’s brain and the full set of
microscopic tissue sample slides that could have been used to determine not only the chemical
signature of the bullet, but the actual direction of the bullet. The cover-up continues.

PHYSICAL EVIDENCE OF HEAD-WOUND IMPACT DIRECTION
o As stated above motor officer Billy Hargess riding to the left rear of the presidential
vehicle, the closest officer to the President, was splattered with blood and brain tissue.
o Associated Press photographer James William “Ike” Altgens’s testified that “the spray of
brain and other matter was to the left and in front of Mrs. Kennedy – rather than to the right.” He
later recalled, “…that pieces of flesh, blood and bones appeared to fly from the right side of the
President’s head and pass in front of Mrs. Kennedy to the left of the Presidential limousine.”
o The FBI description of the Orville Nix (1911-1972) film reported, “The President’s head
snaps to the left.”

o U.S. Senate Investigator Harold Weisberg reported, “The Nix film here is quite consistent
with Zapruder’s which taken from the opposite side, shows the snap to be both backwards and then
to the left.”
o Weisberg reported on the resulting blood, brain and skull matter splatter due to the fatal
gunshot wound to the President’s head. “William Allen Harper, a student at Texas Christian
University… was taking pictures 29 hours after the assassination, in Dealey Plaza, ‘just south of
the spot where President Kennedy was assassinated.’ He found ‘a piece of human skull.’ The
FBI report located this spot at ‘approximately 25 feet south’ of where the President was at the
moment of the fatal shot. Harper took this ‘piece of human skull’ to his uncle, a doctor, who, with
Dr. C. E. Kerns (A. B. Cairns), pathologist at Methodist Hospital, identified it. Twelve pictures
were taken. They were suppressed.” “That there is no doubt of the origin of this ‘piece of human
skull’ is established by the disposition made of it by the FBI laboratory. It was ‘delivered to
Admiral George Burkley, Physician to the President at the White House.” “How could an explosion
out of only the right side of the up-right President’s head have thrown a piece of it 25 feet in the
wrong direction?”
o Weisberg further reported, “Constable Seymour Weitzman immediately found a piece of
the President’s skull a foot or less from the south curb of Elm Street, where it could not have
wound up without assistance were the official story true [that Kennedy was shot from the rear].”
All of this physical and photographic evidence is consistent with the fatal shot coming from
the front right, and not from behind. None of this evidence was included in the Warren Report. It
was suppressed.

The fatal shot from three separate camera angles.

Finally, it is recalled that after the fatal head shot Mrs. Kennedy is seen climbing out of her
seat to retrieve a piece of her husband’s skull located to the left rear of their seats!
U.S. Senate Investigator Harold Weisberg reported on the reason why Dr. Burkley was not
called to testify. “Perhaps the best explanation of the omission of George G. Burkley as a witness
[in the Warren Commission] is that he is the one medical man who was in the motorcade when the
crime was committed; was in the plane on the way back; was in the Navy autopsy room, and was
the recipient of all the official evidence. It is to [vice] Admiral George G. Burkley that all that is
missing [in evidence] was delivered, all that was withheld from the Warren Commission was
funneled.”

Conclusions:
1. All forms of evidence conclusively prove that the fatal head shot to the President was fired
from the right front of the vehicle and could not have come from the rear of the vehicle.
2. There is in fact no scientific evidence to indicate that the head shot could have been fired from
behind - none.
3. The Warren Commission produced intentionally incorrect information and presented
photographs out of sequence in order to produce a fraudulent report to the American people.
“My god, the whole right side of his head is shot off. We’ve nothing to work with.”
Dr. William Kemp Clark

[END PART 12]
R. Michael Gordon, 2021

[Next week: Part 13: The magic bullet - the Zapruder film.]

